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Proclamation 6614—National Forest
Products Week, 1993
October 16, 1993

By the President of the United States
of America

A Proclamation
Our National Forests are a priceless herit-

age, a gift that we hold in trust for future
generations. As stewards of this inheritance,
we have the obligation of preserving the ca-
pacity of these lands to sustain, not only
themselves, but also the species that depend
on them. Even as we strive to fulfill this obli-
gation, the American people are asking fun-
damental questions about how our National
Forests are managed and about how best to
ensure a healthy and productive land.

Much has already been done to protect
our forests. Of the 191 million acres of Na-
tional Forest, 34 million have been set aside
as part of the wilderness preservation system,
a system that safeguards wilderness for fu-
ture use and enjoyment. National Forests in-
clude more than 4,300 miles of designated
segments of the National Wild and Scenic
Rivers Systems. These rivers are maintained
in a free-flowing condition for the enjoyment
of this and future generations.

Much more remains to be done, and we
are only beginning to fathom, however in-
completely, the complexities of the eco-
systems of which our National Forests are
composed. We know that over 250 threat-
ened and endangered species of fish, ani-
mals, and plants inhabit National Forests and
are dependent on them for survival. We also
know that the key to protecting these and
other species is to maintain healthy eco-
systems through effective management of
National Forests. In addition, we now under-
stand that our forests are only one part of
a global mosaic of forest ecosystems and that,
if we are to be a world leader in environ-
mental conservation, our stewardship must
set standards for the world to emulate.

Our National Forests are also vital to our
physical and spiritual well-being. National
Forests are the single largest provider of out-
door recreation in the United States, provid-
ing 288 million visitor days at Forest Service

campgrounds, picnic areas, and other recre-
ation attractions in the past year. Products
generated from National Forests support
jobs for hundreds of thousands of workers,
most located in rural America. People whose
livelihoods are dependent on forest products
industries must be considered as we reexam-
ine the role of National Forests in promoting
the welfare of all Americans.

Clearly, we are moving toward a new era
in the stewardship of public lands. This new
era is one in which we must blend environ-
mental values with the needs of people in
such a way that the National Forests rep-
resent diverse, healthy, productive, and sus-
tainable ecosystems. Ecosystem management
must be grounded on sound science and on
compliance with existing law.

In recognition of the central role our for-
ests play in enhancing the welfare of our Na-
tion, the Congress, by Public Law 86–753
(36 U.S.C. 163), has designated the week be-
ginning on the third Sunday in October of
each year as ‘‘National Forest Products
Week’’ and requested the President to issue
a proclamation in observance of this week.

Now, Therefore, I, William J. Clinton,
President of the United States of America,
do hereby proclaim the week beginning Oc-
tober 17, 1993, as National Forest Products
Week and call upon all Americans to observe
that week with appropriate ceremonies and
activities.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set
my hand this sixteenth day of October, in
the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
ninety-three, and of the Independence of the
United States of America the two hundred
and eighteenth.

William J. Clinton

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Register,
2:58 p.m., October 18, 1993]

NOTE: This proclamation was published in the
Federal Register on October 20.

Remarks to the National Breast
Cancer Coalition
October 18, 1993

Thank you very much. Secretary Shalala
and Fran, Dr. Love, distinguished Members
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of Congress, Mrs. Cuomo, Mrs. Florio, and
all of you distinguished guests. It’s wonderful
for me to be here today.

I was sitting here thinking that I more or
less feel like the fifth wheel now. Just about
everything that needs to be said has been
said. But we sort of felt one man ought to
talk on this program. And I won the lottery.
[Laughter]

In the 3 minutes that will elapse at the
beginning of this talk, another American
woman will be diagnosed with breast cancer.
If I speak for 12 minutes, another woman
will die of it during the course of the remarks.
And yet we know that one in every three
American women does not receive the basic
services, like mammographies, which can
help to detect breast cancers and that the
cost of not dealing with this amounts to about
$6 billion a year to this country over and
above all the human heartbreak involved.

Now that means that this is another one
of those terrible American problems that is
not only tearing the heart out of so many
families but also has left us again with no
excuse for why we would spend so much
money picking up the pieces of broken lives
when we could spend a little bit of money
trying to save them.

We know all the stories; many of you here
are the stories. I appreciate the reference to
my brave mother, who struggles on with her
breast cancer condition and who has re-
sumed her remarkable life, but who also
knows how much more we need to do. I’m
glad to see Sherry Kohlenberg’s husband and
son here. When she came to see us in the
Oval Office—Sherry was one of our 50 faces
of hope, and we kind of keep up with all
those folks that, to us, symbolize what we
wanted this administration to be about. And
when Sherry came to see us last June with
Larry and with Sammy, she said, ‘‘Don’t ever
forget what this does to the people who are
left behind.’’ And I’m glad to see them here
today, and I’m glad they had the courage to
come to remind us of that.

Since we know that there are a lot of things
we don’t know, it’s important that we focus
on research as well as treatment, that we
focus on detection early as well as care. In
my first budget submission, I recommended

the creation of the office of research on wom-
en’s health and the largest increase in fund-
ing for breast cancer research in the history
of the National Institutes of Health. When
you add that up to the increased funding for
detection and preventive services at the Cen-
ter for Disease Control, the Food and Drug
Administration, and the Department of De-
fense, together the combined expenditures
approved by this Congress, thanks in no small
measure to these women who are here,
amounts to about $600 million this year
alone.

I also want to emphasize that in the health
security plan that I have proposed to the
Congress we provide for increases, not de-
creases in medical research and a means to
fund those increases in medical research. We
cannot provide basic security to all Ameri-
cans and forget about the research that needs
to be done on the things we don’t know how
to cure yet.

To help to coordinate our research and de-
livery efforts, in mid-December Secretary
Shalala will bring together a broad range of
health professionals, Government agencies,
and groups like yours to develop a national
action plan for the prevention, the diagnosis,
and the treatment of breast cancer. A na-
tional strategy is what these petitions are all
about. And while I am trying to reduce the
volume of paperwork in Washington—
[laughter]—frankly, I’m glad to see these
here. We will do better, and you will help
us. And we will have this national action plan.

I also want to point out that the health
security plan that Hillary and I are fighting
so hard for, along with the other members
of our administration, will also fundamentally
change the dimension of the fight against
breast cancer. It is a plan that clearly shows
the sign of several strong women at work,
including two on this platform, based on the
notion that when it comes to health care re-
search and delivery, women can no longer
be treated as second-class citizens.

We began to manifest that commitment,
frankly, in this budget which was just passed,
in which virtually everything was cut or fro-
zen but which increased services for early
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childhood and for little children. We also be-
lieve that we have to further increase our in-
vestments in these things, in prenatal, in ma-
ternal and child health care and nutrition,
and in detecting and preventing diseases.

We believe that we need a health security
plan that guarantees to every American a
comprehensive package of benefits that not
only can never be taken away but that in-
cludes preventive services to try to keep peo-
ple well as well as help them when they’re
sick. We believe that some of these preven-
tive services are so important that they
should indeed entail no out-of-pocket costs
at all to American citizens when the consid-
ered medical judgment is that everybody
should get them on a regular basis. That in-
cludes routine clinician visits and not only
appropriate breast exams but also important
procedures like immunizations and Pap
smears.

We also know that we can reduce deaths
by making mammography widely available
and by encouraging its use. And this plan
covers these mammograms at no additional
cost to patients for all women over 50 and
provides mammograms where important in
the judgment of the physician and the
woman in every case where there is a health
care plan. So if this plan passes, for the first
time everybody who’s got a health insurance
policy, which will be everybody in America,
will have mammograms in the policy. That
is a very important thing.

The unique structure of this plan, with
some preventive benefits absolutely free to
Americans in the highest risk categories, was
based upon the best available scientific evi-
dence expressed in the findings of the United
States Preventive Services Task Force and
supported by forthcoming guidelines, for ex-
ample on mammograms, from the National
Cancer Institute. They were based on the
best available scientific evidence, I will say
again. And I very much appreciate the fact
that just before we came up here today, Hil-
lary whipped out an article that had Dr. Love
quoted, and she said, ‘‘Have we done it like
you said we should?’’ and Dr. Love said,
‘‘Yes.’’ I felt like I had gotten an A in class.
[Laughter]

I also want to emphasize that none of this
can ever be fixed in stone. You hear a whole

lot of discussion as we get into the debate
on the health care plan about how this or
that or the other problem is not fixed. Well,
my fellow Americans, this is a very dynamic
thing, health care. And even the countries
that have the best system, if you define
‘‘best’’ as high quality results, universal cov-
erage, preventive services at lower costs,
even they have continuing problems. You
have to work on this forever. This is the be-
ginning of what we should have done a long
time ago, not the end of it. And one of the
things that we need to make a commitment
to do now is to update all these preventive
approaches as new and better studies be-
come available, based on recommendations
like those we’ll soon receive from the Presi-
dent’s Special Commission on Breast Cancer.
They’ve worked hard for 2 years, and I’m
looking forward to that report.

Finally, let me say that—and this is an im-
portant thing to women who live in inner cit-
ies or remote rural areas—the best health
care coverage in a policy is no good unless
you can access it. We can have great policies
and coverage, but we also have to have ac-
cess. So we had a whole group of people who
work all across America on these problems.
And I myself spent a whole 4-hour period
listening to this because I’ve worried about
it for years, coming as I do from a small rural
State, to be able to say to you that if this
plan passes as we propose it, we’ll be able
to have the latest technologies given to doc-
tors and nurses who can practice in the small-
est rural communities and the most isolated
parts of our large inner cities, to allow health
professionals to contribute their best to all
the people of this country who need these
preventive services.

As you know from your efforts to gather
all these signatures, change requires that
people work together. But when they work
together and make their voices heard, change
can come. I’ll never forget the meeting I had
with breast cancer advocates at a hospital
during the election, and I told Hillary after
it was over that if we had the energy of the
women who were there at that meeting con-
centrated on about four major things we
could turn this country around in 31⁄2 weeks.

And so I say to you in closing, we need
that energy. And we will give you a vehicle,
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beginning with Secretary Shalala’s meeting
in December, to develop a national action
plan on breast cancer. But it is important that
that plan be fit into a larger commitment to
the health care of Americans: to put women’s
health concerns, from research to the deliv-
ery of health care, on an equal footing with
men’s; to say that it is better to focus on keep-
ing people well than just treating them when
they’re sick, and when you focus on that you
will find them when they’re just a little sick
and be able to get them well a whole lot
quicker; and finally, to say that none of this
will ever come to pass until we finally join
the ranks of every other advanced country
in this world and give every citizen of this
country health care that is always there, that
can never be taken away from them.

Every American can bring some weapon
to this struggle, and your weapons are
unique. They are not the dollars and deal-
making talents of lobbyists or the stetho-
scopes or syringes of doctors and nurses. But
they are the power of the pen and the peti-
tion and, most important of all, the power
of the personal story. For in the end, America
ought to be shaped by the lives of Americans,
not just by the interests of Americans but
by the values of Americans, not just by what
we want when everything is going well but
by what we need in our direst and most dif-
ficult moments.

I urge you to continue to fight in the
months ahead. We can win this battle. As
a part of the national drive for early breast
cancer detection, tomorrow thousands of
doctors and hospitals and medical centers
across the country will offer discounted
mammograms, thanks in no small measure
to all of you.

I’m going to sign this proclamation when
I finish my remarks which declares tomorrow
National Mammography Day. I want to
thank all the Members of Congress who
pushed this through and two who are not
here, Senator Biden and Congresswoman
Marilyn Lloyd, who were sponsors of this leg-
islation. And I want to remind you that you’ve
got to continue to bring this level of intensity,
of energy, of passion to this battle. You have
the most powerful thing of all, personal sto-
ries. When American politics works best, it’s
when it reflects the lives of the American

people. You can make sure on these issues
we do that. And I hope you will.

Thank you, and God bless you all.

NOTE: The President spoke at 11:33 a.m. in the
East Room at the White House. In his remarks,
he referred to Frances Visco, president, National
Breast Cancer Coalition (NBCC); Dr. Susan
Love, founder of the NBCC and director of the
Breast Center at the University of California, Los
Angeles; Matilda Cuomo, first lady of New York;
and Lucinda Florio, first lady of New Jersey. Fol-
lowing his remarks, the President signed Procla-
mation 6615, National Mammography Day, 1993.

Proclamation 6615—National
Mammography Day, 1993
October 18, 1993

By the President of the United States
of America

A Proclamation
Breast cancer is an insidious disease that

takes the lives of far too many women. This
year alone, 182,000 American women are ex-
pected to develop breast cancer, and 46,000
will die of this disease. The risk of death from
breast cancer is significantly reduced when
the cancer is found in the earlier, more treat-
able stages of development. If women follow
early detection guidelines, we should see a
30-percent drop in the breast cancer death
rate. We all must work to ensure that every
woman is informed about the serious risk of
breast cancer and about the importance of
regular breast exams and screening mam-
mography. Most important, these health care
procedures must be within the reach of all
women.

The high survival rates of women who are
diagnosed as having early stage breast cancer
have motivated health professionals and
other concerned citizens to focus their edu-
cational efforts on the importance of early
detection. Women can take an active role in
the fight against breast cancer through clini-
cal breast exams, breast self-examination, and
mammography. In many cases, cancers can
be seen on a mammogram up to 2 years be-
fore they could be detected by a woman or
her physician. The key to that advantage,
however, is access to such screening.
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